Host Tealk says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Continue Artemis 9907.02>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Cap says:
::at OPS, recovering from headache::

XOBryant says:
:::::Goes over the readiness and supply reports::::

MO_Ianden says:
::Walks out of his quarters::

CNS_Sodak says:
::Wakes up next to Stacara, whom he has just married::

CEO_Vrayl says:
::standing next to docking bay with wife::

EO_Wilks says:
:: Sitting at a bar drinking a white russian ::

Li`Tai says:
:: standing , not hair or wrinkle of dress  out of place, next to her new husband::

FCO_Joe says:
::thinks about going to the holodeck to try his new program::

CNS_Sodak says:
:;Hears door chime:: Enter

FCO_Joe says:
::becomes sober again::

Li`Tai says:
:: turns to face her husband::

XOBryant says:
@::::Walks down the corridor heading for the docking bay and a shopping trip::::

AEnsKayan says:
::Sitting next to Jason waiting for him to wake up::

CEO_Vrayl says:
Li'Tai: Our resources should be sufficient for the land we spoke of. Will you look in the northern plains?

MO_Ianden says:
::walks into a nice Restaurant, the place where he is supposed to meet tara::

Li`Tai says:
CEO:  The northern plain has  the best land it is only logical to begin the  search there.  The funds should be sufficient to  begin a home.

XOBryant says:
::::Finds a nice snow globe with a neutron star in it to send to his mother and pays the shopkeeper for it.:::::

Host Hood says:
ACTION : As Bryant walks down a less lighted Corridor, he gets beamed..

CEO_Vrayl says:
::nods:: Li'Tai: I will begin the designs immediately. I will submit them for your approval within the week.

CNS_Sodak says:
::Smiles as he sees John Athens enter:: Athens: Good morning father....Shhhh Stacara and Starina are still asleep. By the way, where's mother?

FCO_Joe says:
EO: Mr. Wilks, haven't seen you for a while

Host Hood says:
ACTION : As he rematerializes he gets bumped on the head.

CSO_MacMe says:
::Sleeping in bed, lightly snoring::

CTOFenrir says:
::Walking around the various shops::

Li`Tai says:
Vrayl:  I will receive them in one week.  and have a reply to you within  2 days following

AEnsKayan says:
::watches him carefully seeing him relaxed::

EO_Wilks says:
FCO: Well, get used to me again, i've been re assigned to the Artemis! ::smiles:

Host Hood says:
ACTION : Just before he passes out he hears something like "Quickly.. his.. away..."

MO_Ianden says:
::Enters the Restaurant and follow the waiter to his reserved  table::

XOBryant says:
::::Falls down and does the unconscious thing::::::

FCO_Joe says:
EO: That's good

CEO_Vrayl says:
::nods again:: Li'Tai: That is acceptable. ::listens to the docking clamps engage:: Your transport is here, you should board.

CNS_Sodak says:
<Athens>: She's on Earth tending to family business

CSO_MacMe says:
::Rolling over, encounters Kayan, and starts to curl up around her::

EO_Wilks says:
FCO: I'm happy to be back

Li`Tai says:
:: nods:: indeed :; turns to  the  airlock::  You must return to your duties and I to mine. there is much to be done.

CEO_Vrayl says:
Li'Tai: Indeed. ::raises a hand to her:: Live long and prosper, my wife.

AEnsKayan says:
::looks over at the time, wondering if she should wake him::

CSO_MacMe says:
::The change in position does stop the snoring, but he does not wake up::

Host Hood says:
ACTION : Bryant gets splashed by water, and wakes up.. IN a dark room, The only thing he can see is a light pointed at his face...

Host Hood says:
XO : Well... Welcome to the land of the living....

CNS_Sodak says:
Athens: Ahhh ::Senses he's lying but won't press the issue::

Li`Tai says:
::returns the gesture:: Live long and prosper, my husband.

MO_Ianden says:
::watches as tara enters the Restaurant, wearing a long red dress. The waiter walks her to his table::

Host Hood says:
ACTION : Bryant can't see who's talking to him..

XOBryant says:
@Whoever: Get that Damned light out of my face!!!

FCO_Joe says:
EO: Let me welcome you back by going to the holodeck and try out my new program

CEO_Vrayl says:
::watches calmly as Li'Tai heads down the short corridor to her ship::

EO_Wilks says:
:: Leaves the bar and begins walking around the station::

AEnsKayan says:
::gently toys with his hair, giving him some more rest time::

MO_Ianden says:
::Orders them dinner::

Host Hood says:
ACTION : Bryant's hands are pulled back (they're tied behind his back), making his shoulders hurt..

Host Hood says:
XO : Now now... Let's calm down, shall we?

XOBryant says:
:::Tries to break free of the hands holding him.::::::

XOBryant says:
@Whoever: Let go of ME NOW!!!!

OPS{Cap} says:
@::checks the stocking orders to see what supplies have already been acquired and what hasn't::

Li`Tai says:
:: enters the ship and takes  seat, without a word, or emotion showing, staying  perfectly  stable the entire trip::

CNS_Sodak says:
::Stacara awakens and sees Sodak::

XOBryant says:
@::::Starts thinking of slow roasting someone with a hand phaser::::

MO_Ianden says:
::They both talk as they eat and drink::

Host Hood says:
ACTION : Again his hand are pulled, this time stronger, threatening to pull his Arms out of it's sockets.

Host Hood says:
@XO : SHUT UP...

Host Hood says:
@XO : You don't want to see me mad, believe me...

CTOFenrir says:
::Enters a cafe on the station, sitting alone beside a large view port::

CEO_Vrayl says:
::turns and heads toward the next docking area, where the Artemis is berthed::

EO_Wilks says:
::taps Comm badge:: XO: Wilks, to Bryant, can we meet somewhere on the station, i have to turn in my reassignment PADD to you

XOBryant says:
@Whoever: Bite me you wanna try this without sneaking up on me?

Host Hood says:
@XO : Very well.. Since you fail to stay quiet..

CTOFenrir says:
::sips on a cup of coffee as he works on a PADD::

Host Hood says:
ACTION  : Someone comes form behind Bryant and puts some tape over his mouth.

XOBryant says:
@:::Braces for a blow that he knows is coming::::

Host Hood says:
@XO : You are here to listen...... And eventually.. To die...

XOBryant says:
@:::tries to bite whoever put tape over his mouth::::

Host Hood says:
ACTION  : Wilks gets no reply..

CEO_Vrayl says:
::enters the Artemis, through the docking bay:: CO: Sir, I am ready to resume duties.

EO_Wilks says:
::taps comm badge again:: XO: Commander Bryant, are you there?

FCO_Joe says:
EO: What's wrong?

CSO_MacMe says:
::Slowly coming half awake, realizing the position I am in with Kayan, then deciding its a very good position to stay in, pretends to continue sleeping::

Host Hood says:
ACTION  : Again, no reply..

Host Hood says:
@XO : Now.. Let me tell you a story..

EO_Wilks says:
FCO: The XO isn't replying to my message

CEO_Vrayl says:
::hearing no response, deduces the captain is still on shore leave:: *XO*: Commander, I am ready to return to duty.

Host Hood says:
ACTION  : Again, no reply..

FCO_Joe says:
Computer: Locate Commander Bryant

MO_Ianden says:
::They both finish their dinner and they walk about the station::

CNS_Sodak says:
<Athens>: Look son, I have to leave soon for personal reasons. I don't know when we'll see each other again. Just know I'm proud of you

CEO_Vrayl says:
::finds it odd that no command officer other than himself is on board:: COMPUTER: Location of Captain Ross and Commander Bryant.

XOBryant says:
@:::Doesn't really have a choice so listens to the story as he thinks of all the wonderful things that he's gonna do when he gets free.... most of them involving sharp objects and an unknown assailant, and being taken from a klingon horror holo that he saw one time::::

FCO_Joe says:
EO: Something's not right

EO_Wilks says:
FCO: i agree

Host Hood says:
<Computer> FCO : Commander Bryant is on Deck 5, Section3, Subsection 2B-4

CTOFenrir says:
::takes another sip of his coffee::

AEnsKayan says:
::hears a light knock on the door::

EO_Wilks says:
FCO: let’s go for a walk

OPS{Cap} says:
*CEO* Artemis to Vraylle, you have an transmission from Starfleet

Host Hood says:
@XO : This is the story of a Ship... A Starfleet ship..

FCO_Joe says:
EO: I'm going to get some hand phasers and meet me at that area

EO_Wilks says:
FCO: i'll be waiting

CEO_Vrayl says:
*OPS*: Understood. Where are the Captain and XO?

AEnsKayan says:
::sighs knowing it is time to get up, yet quite comfortable with Jason curled around her::

CNS_Sodak says:
Athen: Okay, dad ::Senses his father's fear as he leaves::

OPS{Cap} says:
@*CEO* I don't know, on the station I assume, I'll try to locate them

AEnsKayan says:
Door:  Yes?

EO_Wilks says:
:: Walks around the station until he sees a turbolift, sees one and enters it:: TL:Deck Five Section Three

CSO_MacMe says:
::Oh, oh, are we getting company?  I'd really like this to continue.:::

XOBryant says:
@:::tries to say something smart but can't manage the delivery through the gag::::

CEO_Vrayl says:
@*OPS*: That is unlikely. One of them is to remain on board at all times. ::thinks for a moment:: Please channel the message through my comm badge.

MO_Ianden says:
::Walks around the station with Tara::

CNS_Sodak says:
::Exits quarters with Stacara and Starina:: Stacara: You know, I've been thinking. Now that the war is over, perhaps you two can live on the Artemis with me.

CSO_MacMe says:
::In anticipation of the worst, I give up the sleep charade, and stretch prior to "officially" coming awake::

EO_Wilks says:
FCO: I'm at the "location" of Commander Bryant, i'm waiting for you and the phasers

CSO_MacMe says:
::In anticipation of the worst, I give up the sleep charade, and stretch prior to "officially" coming awake.

FCO_Joe says:
EO: On my way.

CEO_Vrayl says:
@*OPS*: Is the captain or Mr. Bryant on duty now?

CTOFenrir says:
::Looks out the view port for a while::

AEnsKayan says:
CSO:  You finally awake?

CNS_Sodak says:
::Exits quarters with Stacara and Starina:: Stacara: You know, I've been thinking. Now that the war is over, perhaps you two can live on the Artemis with me.

FCO_Joe says:
::tosses EO a type 1 phaser:: EO: You ready

Host Hood says:
ACTION : The EO and the FCO see a bar full of people..

EO_Wilks says:
:: catches the phaser ::

Host Hood says:
ACTION : And everyone's looking at them funny...

CSO_MacMe says:
Kayan: Ohh, high there.  You know, I feel much better now.  Thanks.

Host Hood says:
ACTION : Security gets called.

EO_Wilks says:
FCO: could be some kind of hologram

AEnsKayan says:
::smiles:: CSO:  You needed the sleep.  I have a feeling the doctor would not be happy with all that activity.

FCO_Joe says:
EO: maybe

CNS_Sodak says:
<Stacara>: Are you certain you want to do that?

FCO_Joe says:
EO: I think this guy knows the commander

CSO_MacMe says:
::Smiling back:: Kayan: Yes, but it was  my birthday!  The rest afterwards did help a great deal.  I thank you for your suggestion. ::Pausing a moment, then making up his mind, he leans over to Kayan and gives her a light kiss, then leans back to see how she reacts::

Host Hood says:
<Security> EO, FCO : What's going on here?

Host Hood says:
<Security> EO, FCO : Why are you armed?

EO_Wilks says:
Security: Our executive officer is in there, he didn't answer his comm badge

Host Hood says:
@XO : This ship.. She is of Steamrunner class.

FCO_Joe says:
Security: We believe something is wrong

CEO_Vrayl says:
@COMPUTER: Patch the message from Starfleet through this display. ::stands in front of a display in a corridor near the docking system::

AEnsKayan says:
::looks a bit startled for a moment than smiles with a big grin::  CSO:  You are welcome.  But I think we had best check in with the ship and see what is going on.

CTOFenrir says:
::Continues drinking his coffee in the cafe::

Host Hood says:
<Security> EO, FCO : Well, you can't just go barging in like this.. There are proper channels, you know?

Host Hood says:
<Security> EO, FCO : Report this to your superiors...

EO_Wilks says:
Security: he is our superior

Host Hood says:
<Security> EO, FCO : Now, get out of my sight before i put you two in the brig..

CNS_Sodak says:
Stacara: I've spent too much time away from you and Starina. Being with you two has made me realize what's been missing in my life. I need to be with my family as much as I need to be a counselor.

Host Hood says:
ACTION : Bryant Sees a figure appearing from the dark.. A Cardassian figure..

EO_Wilks says:
Security: you try hailing him, you won't get a reply either

CSO_MacMe says:
::Smiling back at Kayan, partially i relief at her acceptance of the kiss, and partially just because she looks so pretty, I sigh:: Kayan: I'm sorry to say your right.  The magic moment is over for now.

MO_Ianden says:
<Tara>=Lets go shopping!::She looks very happy and excited::

Host Hood says:
<Security> EO : Well, there are plenty of reasons he does not reply..

FCO_Joe says:
Security: We're sorry if we caused any trouble but we think our XO's in trouble

XOBryant says:
@::::Wonders if he can get his foot high enough to hit his captor in the secondary rib cage::::

Host Hood says:
<Security> EO : And if you are looking for him... DO NOT bring weapons.. Got it?

EO_Wilks says:
Security: I told him that i needed to hand in my transfer PADD, isn't that important enough for him to reply to?

MO_Ianden says:
::decides to go shopping with tara and he buys he a nice blue velvet dress::

Host Hood says:
<Security> EO, FCO : Now go.. Or i'm taking you to the brig..

AEnsKayan says:
::slides off the bed and heads over to the mirror to straighten up a bit.  Reties some loose ribbons::

EO_Wilks says:
:: puts phaser in his pocket:: FCO: we'd better leave

Host Hood says:
<Security> ::laughs:: EO, FCO : No. You’re testing my patience..

FCO_Joe says:
Security: Understood

CNS_Sodak says:
::Kisses Stacara::

CSO_MacMe says:
::Slowly gets up, pleasantly surprised by the lack of any adverse reaction::

CEO_Vrayl says:
@COMPUTER: Computer, respond.

Host Hood says:
@XO : Now.. Will you remain quiet so i can take the tape off?

Host Hood says:
<Computer> CEO : Ready

XOBryant says:
@:::Looks at the figure sullenly but doesn't make a sound:::

CEO_Vrayl says:
@COMPUTER: Transfer the message from Starfleet to this screen.

EO_Wilks says:
::begins walking down the corridor, motions for the FCO to follow::

Host Hood says:
<Computer> CEO : Working. Ready...

CEO_Vrayl says:
@::watches as the simple text message appears, and raises an eyebrow::

FCO_Joe says:
::moves down the corridor::

CEO_Vrayl says:
@SELF: Fascinating.

AEnsKayan says:
::looks back at Jason::  CSO:  OK, now what?  Should we head back to the ship?

Host Hood says:
<Security> ::watches as the two roused officers move on.. Shakes his head::

Host Hood says:
<Security> ::moves on to another place..::

FCO_Joe says:
EO: What now?

EO_Wilks says:
FCO: we should wait a few minutes for the security officer to leave

CSO_MacMe says:
Kayan: I think we'll just check back in first.

EO_Wilks says:
FCO: Well, if he is gone let’s go in

Host Hood says:
@XO : Good.. ::he strips the tape::

AEnsKayan says:
CSO:  OK, I will leave that to you

CEO_Vrayl says:
@::disturbed at the lack of discipline, even while on shore leave:: COMPUTER: Lock on to Commander Bryant and beam him here.

CSO_MacMe says:
Artemis: Duty officer, this is Lt. Cmdr. MacMer checking.  You have anything for me?

Host Hood says:
ACTION : The bright light gets turned off and Bryant can see the hole room now..

Host Hood says:
<Artemis> CSO : No sir..

MO_Ianden says:
::after they are done with the day tara give ianden some information then goes to her quarters::

EO_Wilks says:
FCO: it looks like he left, let’s go see what's behind the doors

Host Hood says:
ACTION : He sees what seems to be a cargo bay, and in another chair, not far from him, his CO, unconscious

FCO_Joe says:
EO: Are you sure?

MO_Ianden says:
::Goes to his quarters and puts on his Starfleet uniform and goes for a walk around the station::

EO_Wilks says:
FCO: what have we got to lose... ::grins::

CSO_MacMe says:
Artemis: Copy, thanks.  Hope you get your shift at shore leave soon.  CSO, out.

CEO_Vrayl says:
@::wonders at the frequent computer lags:: COMPUTER: Run a level one diagnostic on the primary computer systems.

EO_Wilks says:
::Walks up to the door and opens it::

CSO_MacMe says:
Kayan: Well, we're still free to roam. I feel refreshed, and good to go. What would YOU like to do?

MO_Ianden says:
*FCO*: I like to ask you a question, when are we set for departure??

AEnsKayan says:
CSO:  Hmmmm... I don't know.  Did you have anything in mind?

XOBryant says:
Hood: If you have hurt him there isn't anywhere in the galaxy that you can hide cardassian.  I will hunt you down like a dog no matter how demented you are.

FCO_Joe says:
EO: That's a lot of people

CEO_Vrayl says:
@<COMPUTER>CEO: Data relay on deck seven is inoperable.

CEO_Vrayl says:
@COMPUTER: Bypass the affected relay, authorization Vraylle Sigma nine.

EO_Wilks says:
FCO: Well, we'd better keep a sharp eye out for the commander

CSO_MacMe says:
Kayan: Let’s go back to the deck with the shops and the lounge.  We can see if anything is going on.

CEO_Vrayl says:
@::waits until the computer beeps a confirmation:: COMPUTER: Lock on to Mr. Bryant and beam him to this corridor.

Host Hood says:
@XO : He's just fine.. I wouldn't want to hurt him.. Until the time comes..

CEO_Vrayl says:
@::becoming increasingly irritated with the computers and the XO::

Host Hood says:
@::evilly grins::

FCO_Joe says:
*MO*: I'm not sure, I guess when we are ready

AEnsKayan says:
CSO:  All right.  I am game ::smiles up at him::

Host Hood says:
<Computer> Please provide Authorization

XOBryant says:
@Hood: and just what in your crazed skull makes you think that you should have something against my captain and I?

CEO_Vrayl says:
@COMPUTER: Authorization Vraylle sigma nine.

MO_Ianden says:
*FCO*: Do you know where the XO is I'll ask him.

CSO_MacMe says:
::Goes out the door, waits for Kayan on other side, after a moment holds out hand to her::

Host Hood says:
@XO : If.. you let me finish the story, you will learn...

AEnsKayan says:
::takes his hand with a shy smile and heads out the door::

EO_Wilks says:
:: enters the already crowded bar :: FCO: lets split up, we'll meet at that bar corner in five minutes ::points to the bar corner::

FCO_Joe says:
*MO*: That's the problem, we don't where he is

XOBryant says:
:@:::Works on the bonds holding his hands as surreptitiously as possible.::::

FCO_Joe says:
EO: Right

Host Hood says:
<Computer> CEO : Working..

EO_Wilks says:
FCO: see you in five minutes

Host Hood says:
ACTION : Vraylle watches as Bryant's badge gets beamed into the corridor

CNS_Sodak says:
::Walks around station with new family::

MO_Ianden says:
*FCO*: You mean you don't know where he is, Does his comm work?

FCO_Joe says:
EO: Ok, lets move

MO_Ianden says:
::Starts to get confused::

FCO_Joe says:
*MO*:No,  we've tried several time with no luck

CEO_Vrayl says:
@::picks up the badge, and thinks, but for only a moment::

EO_Wilks says:
:: Walks deeper into the bar looking at everyone, still not seeing the commander::

FCO_Joe says:
::looks around the room::

EO_Wilks says:
Computer: are you sure Commander Bryant is in this place?

Host Hood says:
@XO : As i was saying.. This Steamrunner... The Artemis..

Host Hood says:
<Computer> EO : Affirmative

CEO_Vrayl says:
@*COM SB*: Starbase OPS, this is Lieutenant Commander Vraylle on the Artemis. Our XO, Mr. Bryant, seems to be missing. I request assistance.

CSO_MacMe says:
::After strolling down the hallway hand in hand with Kayan, we decide to go into the bar::

Host Hood says:
<SB Ops> *CEO* : What can i do for you?

EO_Wilks says:
:: Finally comes to the end of the bar, and still doesn't see the commander, and walks to the spot where he is meeting the FCO::

CEO_Vrayl says:
@*SB OPS*: This is Lieutenant Commander Vraylle on the Artemis. Our XO, Mr. Bryant, seems to be missing. I request assistance.

MO_Ianden says:
::Goes to see the head person of the base::

EO_Wilks says:
Computer: are there any other rooms to this bar?

CSO_MacMe says:
Kayan: I still would like you to try just one drink.  Just a sip.  The Yellow Rose of Texas really does taste like a rose!  Believe me!

CEO_Vrayl says:
@::punches up the XO's biometric patterns on the panel on the wall, and starts feeding them to the sensor system::

AEnsKayan says:
::raises an eyebrow at Jason::  CSO:  what is here?

FCO_Joe says:
::moves to the meeting spot::EO: Anything

Host Hood says:
<Computer> EO : Negative

MO_Ianden says:
::But sees he can't::

EO_Wilks says:
FCO: nothing

EO_Wilks says:
FCO: and there is no other rooms

AEnsKayan says:
CSO:  fine... one... no more... a sip....  ::sighs::

OPS{Cap} says:
@::tries to locate the XO via scanning for his biosignature::

Host Hood says:
<SB Ops> *CEO* : We will send a team immediately..

XOBryant says:
@::::Looks at the nutcase::: Hood: and is there a fairy princess and castle in this story too?

MO_Ianden says:
::Decides to get his stuff and return to the Artemis::

CSO_MacMe says:
Kayan: Good, then we can see if they have any entertainment today.  :Heading towards bar:

CEO_Vrayl says:
@::tries to beam the XO again, with the matching bio pattern::

EO_Wilks says:
Computer: i would like a map of this room

Host Hood says:
ACTION : Vraylle cannot pick Bryant's biotrace anywhere on the station

FCO_Joe says:
EO: Good idea

AEnsKayan says:
::puts her hands on her hip as she watches him in exasperation and mumbles::  If it does not have roses, why call it a rose?

CSO_MacMe says:
::Seeing Eo and FCO off to one side:: FCO, EO: Hey guys, what's up?  You look agitated!

FCO_Joe says:
CSO: The XO is missing

EO_Wilks says:
CSO: you can say that, we are looking for the XO

Host Hood says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Artemis 9906.02>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

